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TO NATHAN JACOBSON ON HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
A theorem of Lichtman [9] states that if R is a ring, A a commutative subring 
of R such that xncr) E A for any x E R then the commutator ideal of R is nil. 
Of course, Lichtman’s condition implies that x”(“)yn(u) = ~*WP(~) for all X, 
y E R. 
On the other hand, a result of Anan’in and Zyabko [l] and of Herstein [2] 
asserts that if R is a ring in which, given x and y in R, there exists integers 
m = m(x, y), n = n(x, y) such that xmyn = ynxw’ then the commutator ideal 
of R is nil. This latter result has the two advantages that it does not use in its 
hypothesis an intermediary ring A, and it allows the exponents m and 71 to be 
functions of both x and y rather than of x alone and y alone. 
In an attempt to generalize the result of Lichtman, Herstein and Rowen [7] 
proved: let R be a ring, A a subring of R such that zcn@) E A for all x E R; if ,4 
satisfies a polynomial identity f(q , . . . , x,) then R must satisfy the same identity 
provided R has no nil right ideals. It is probable that this result is correct even 
if R is merely supposed to have no nil ideals. This certainly would be the case 
if the Kijthe conjecture were correct and might very well still hold true even if the 
K&he conjecture were false. 
In relation to this result of Herstein and Rowen-which uses an intermediate 
subring il-as is that of Anan’in and Zyabko, and of Herstein, to that of 
Lichtman are two possible results, which we conjecture now. 
Let R be a ring with no nil ideals, andf( xi ,..., x,) a homogeneous multilinear 
polynomial in the noncommuting variables xi ,..., x, . Then: 
CONJECTURE 1. If, given a, ,..., an E R there exist positive integers k, == 
k,(a,) ,..., k,, = k,(a,,) suck that f (a:1 ,..., at*) = 0, R must satisfy f (x1 ,..., x,). 
* This research was supported by Grant NSF-MCS 78-01153 at the Lniverslty of 
Chicago. 
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CONJECTURE 2. If, given a, ,..., a, E R there exist positive integers k, = 
k, = k,,(a, ,..., a,) such that f(a&.., a$) = 0, R must satisfy 
In the absence of an answer to the Kijthe conjecture it would be of interest 
to prove either of the above conjectures even with the more restrictive hypothesis 
that R has no nil right ideals. 
We address ourselves to a special case of Conjecture 2 here, where f (x1 ,..., x,) 
is a rather special identity. In fact in this special, and a typical, case, we prove 
a little more. 
Let [u, v] denote uv - vu. We shall consider rings R for which the identity 
f (x1 >...I xn) in question is f (x, y, Z) = [[x, y], ~1. In other words from now on R 
will be a ring in which, given x, y, Z, there exist positive integers m = m(x, y, z), 
n = n(x, y, z), 4 = 4(x, y, x) such that [[xm, y’“], z?] = 0. We shall show for 
such rings that the commutator ideal is nil, or, what is equivalent, that the 
nilpotent elements of R form an ideal modulo which the quotient ring is commu- 
tative. Equivalently, if R has no nil ideals it must be commutative and so 
satisfies [x, y] and so, certainly, [[x, y], x]. 
In her thesis, Neumann [lo] proved the result if R has a unit element or if R 
has no nil right ideals. It is surprising that the absence of a unit element makes 
the road to the final result so much more arduous. We derive Neumann’s 
results here in the course of proving the result. 
To prove that the commutator ideal of R is nil it is enough to show that if R 
has no nonzero nil ideals then it is commutative. So we suppose that R has no 
nil ideals. Then R is a subdirect product of prime rings RE where in Ra there is 
a nonnilpotent element cU such that ct(“) E lJ for every nonzero ideal U of R, . 
Of course, R, satisfies our hypothesis [[x”, y”], z”] = 0. 
In other words, to prove the result we may assume that R is a prime ring 
possessing a non&potent element c such that cttC) E U for all nonzero ideals U of R. 
Our objective is to prove that R is commutative. Suppose that it is not commuta- 
tive. 
We first carry out a series of reductions on A. Whenever we write [[a?, y”], 
.a*] = 0 it will be understood that the integers m, n, 4 are each functions of all 
three of the variables X, y, and x. Note, too, that we have, from [[P, y”],y’] = 0 
that [[F, y’,], yng] = 0; hence in this particular case we may always assume 
a relation of the form [[.P, y”], y”] = 0, that is, one in which n = 2. 
If R is of characteristicp, p # 0, then, from [[x”“, y”], yn] = 0 we immediately 
have [Y”, yi7”] = 0,‘ that is, x”‘ynfl = yn~~~:alp, for all X, y E A. By the result 
of [l] or [2] we would then have our desired result. Thus we may ussume henceforth 
that the characteristic of R is 0; in fact, localizing at the integers does not disturb 
our basic hypothesis (nor the reductions made), so that we may assume that R 
is an algebra over the rational field. 
We begin with a formal result true for all rings. 
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SUBLEMMA. Let R be any ring and d a derivation of R. If x E R is such that 
d2(z) = 0 then dk(z) = k!(d(z))k for all k > 1. 
Proof. Using Leibniz’ rule and the fact that d2(z) = 0 we obtain the result 
immediately by induction on k. 
An immediate consequence of the sublemma is 
LEMMA 1. If R is a torsion-free ring and [[x~, y”], y”] = 0 and [[x2nlr, yt], 
yt] = 0 then [x”, yt”] is nilpotent. 
Proof. Let d(u) = uytn - y%. If u = xm we have, by our hypothesis, that 
d2(u) = 0 and d2(u2r) = 0. By the sublemma, 0 = d2r(u2T) = (2r)!(d(u))2, 
hence d(u)2r = 0. Thus [xm, ytnlzr = 0, which is the contention of the lemma. 
This leads to 
LEMMA 2. If R is a ring of our type (i.e.,prime, char R = 0, [[xn’, y’“], SJ = 0, 
etc.) and [[x”, y”], yn] = 0, then we can pick m and n such that [x”, y’“] is nilpotent. 
Proof. We have [[xv”, y”], y’&] = 0 and, using x2m instead of x, [[x~~‘~, y’], 
y’] = 0. By Lemma 1 we have that [xm, ynt] is nilpotent. 
COROLLARY. If R is a division ring it is commutative. 
Proof. By the lemma we have that [xm, y”] is nilpotent, hence [a?‘, y717] = 0 
for some positive integers m and n, for x, y E R. By [l] or [2] we have that D 
is a field. 
We now dispose of the semisimple case. 
LEMMA 3. If R is semisimple it is commutative. 
Proof, To prove the lemma it is enough to settle it in case R is primitive. 
So suppose that this is the case and that V is a faithful, irreducible R-module. 
If D = Hom,( V, V) then D is a division ring and V is a vector space over D. 
We claim that dim, I/ = 1, that is, that R = D is a division ring. Suppose not. 
Let v, w E V be linearly independent over D. By the Density Theorem there are 
x, y E R such that vx = w, wx = w, vy = v, and wy = 2w. Since [[P, yn], 
y”] = 0 for some m, n positive integers, we have that y2nxnf - 2ynxmyfl + 
xmy2n = 0, whence, by the relations above (1 - 2n+1 + 22n)w = 0. Since 
char R = 0 this gives us the contradition that w = 0. 
Therefore dim, V = 1 and R = D. By the corollary to Lemma 2 we obtain 
the commutativity of R. 
So we may now suppose, in addition to the fact that R is prime, of characteristic 
0, having a nonnilpotent c whose powers fall in all nonzero ideals of R, that J(R), 
the Jacobson radical of R, is not 0. J(R) satisfies the conditions that R does; for if 
CL E J(R) and 0 + U is an ideal of J(R) and if V = J(R)UJ(R) # 0 C 11 then 
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I’ is an ideal of R, hence ckt E V C U. If J(R) were commutative then R would 
contain a nonzero commutative ideal; because R is prime this would force R 
to be commutative. Thus we may assume from now on that R = J(R). 
We carry out a further reduction. We claim that we may assume that every 
zero divisor of R is nilpotent. 
Suppose that ab = 0, where a f 0 and b is not nilpotent. Let A =z [r E R 1 
rbt = 0 for some t 2 1); A is clearly a left ideal of R and, since a + 0 E -4, 
-4 + 0. If u E A and ubt = 0 then (bfu)2 = 0. There exist m, n such that 0 = 
[(b*u + bt)m, b”], b”]. Expanding this gives, using (btu)2 = ubt = 0, that 
mb2n+7rifu = 0, and so b2n+nQ = 0. Hence, if B = {s E R 1 b”s = 0 for some 
Fz 2 13, then R is a right ideal of R and, from the above, A C B. Similarly, 
B CA; so B = A. Thus A is an ideal of R, and since A f 0, c7, E ,d for some 
k 3 1. Thus c”bt = 0 for some t, and since b is not nilpotent, we have that 8~ 
is a zero-divisor. Repeating the argument just given shows that if T = {y E R 1 
chz”y = 0 for some w >l)thenTisanidealofRandsinceO#b*~T,T#O. 
But then c” E T for some s which leads us to cb”‘cs = 0, and so cBa+ g =: 0. This 
contradicts the nonnilpotence of c. We have thus established our claim, and 
zL’e assume henceforth that every zero-divisor in R is nilpotent. Hence every element 
in R is either nilpotent or regular (i.e., a non-zero-divisor). Because [P, y”] + 0 
for some X, y E R by the result of [l] or [2], using Lemma 1 we know that R 
has nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Let a # 0 E R, where a2 = 0; then aR consists of zero-divisors. Thus every 
element in aR is nilpotent and so aR is a nil right ideal of R. We have, in this way, 
a result due to Neumann [lo] namely, 
LEMMA 4. If R has no nonzero nil right ideals then R is commutative. 
We thus may suppose that R has nonzero nil right ideals; the sum of all the nil 
right ideals of R is an ideal R, of R. R, inherits all the properties of R and R is 
commutative if and only if R, is. Thus we may assume that R is the sum of its nil 
right ideals, 
Since R has nonzero nil right ideals, by a result of Herstein [3], any subring 
A or R which is invariant with respect to all automorphisms of R (in fact, re all 
inner automorphisms) must satisfy A C 2, the center of R, or A contains a 
nonzero ideal of R. We shall use this result several times. 
We point out one more situation in which the result now follows easily. 
It is a result due to Neumann [lo]. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be any ring satisfying our hypothesis [[F, y’l], S] = 0 for 
all x, y, z E R. If R has a unit element then the commutator ideal of R is nil. 
Proof. We may assume, as we have seen, that R is prime, torsion-free, has 
nonzero nil right ideals. 
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Let a, b, c E R such that a2 = b2 = c2 = 0. Then [[(l + u)~, (1 + b)“], 
(1 + c)Q] = 0, hence mnq[[a, b], c] = 0. Since R is torsion-free we obtain 
[[a, q, cl = 0. 
Proceeding by induction on the sum of the indices of nilpotence of a, 6, c 
and using 1 + a, 1 -+ 6, 1 + c as above yields that [[a, b], c] = 0 for all 
nilpotent elements a, b, c in R. 
Let R, be the sum of the nil right ideals of R; R, # 0 is an ideal of R. By the 
result above we have that [[x, y], z] = 0 for all x, y, z E R, . By Lemma 2.1.1 
of [4], R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal, in contradiction to the primeness of R. 
In this way the commutativity of R is forced, and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 5 allows us to prove 
THEOREM 1. If R is prime and in our reduced state and if x E R is regular 
then the nilpotent elements in C,(x) = {r F R 1 rx = xr} form an ideal of C,(x) 
module which C,(x) becomes commutative. 
Proof. Since x is regular and in the center of C,(x), we can localize C,(x) to 
obtain a ring S with unit element which inherits the hypothesis [[u”, b”], cq] = 0. 
Since S has a unit element, by Lemma 5 the nilpotent elements of S form an 
ideal and this ideal contains the commutator ideal of S. This carries over 
trivially to C,(x) C S. 
Theorem 1 allows us to make a further reduction when R is prime, namely, 
to assume that 2, the center of R, is 0. For if Z f 0 then any x -f 0 in Z is regular, 
hence the nilpotent elements in C,(z) = R form an ideal containing all commu- 
tators. This is, after all, our desired result. 
We summarize precisely to what type of prime ring R we have reduced. 
R is prime, torsion-free, with an element c which is nonnilpotent whose powers 
fall in every nonzero ideal; moreover the center of R is 0, every element in R 
is nilpotent or regular and R is the sum of its nil right ideals. To abbreviate 
all this we say that R is in reduced state. In all that follows R is in reduced state. 
DEFINITION. If x E R is regular, let W(x) = {r E R 1 rxf = xfr for some 
positive t}. 
Clearly W(x) is a subring of R and contains C,(x). It will be the object of 
close study from this point on. We will eventually show that for x E R regular, 
W(x) = C,(x) and is commutative. 
DEFINITION. If .V E R is regular then N(x) is the set of nilpotent elements of 
W(x). 
We prove some consequences of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If x E R is regular then N(x) is an ideal of W(x). Moreover, 
W(.x)/N(x) is commutative. 
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Proof. If a, b E N(X) and Y E W(x) then a, b, and r are in C,(G) for some 
positive k. By Theorem 1 the nilpotent elements of C,(xx) form an ideal of 
CR(9). This gives that a + b, ra, and ar are all in N(x). Hence N(X) is an ideal 
of W(X). That N(X) contains all commutators of W(X) also follows in the same 
fashion from Theorem 1. 
('OROLLARY 2. If x E R is regular and a, b, c E N(x) then [[a, b], c] = 0. 
Hence [a, b], for a, b E N(x), centralizes N(x). 
Proof. This is immediate by localizing CR(&) at 9, a, b, c E C’s(&), and 
exploiting the proof of Lemma 5. 
C'OROLLARY 3. If I E R is regular and a, 6, c E N(x) then [a, b][u, c] = 0. 
Proof. By Corollary 2, [[a, 61, c] = 0 and [[u2, b], c] = 0. Since [a, b] 
commutes with a, [u2, b] = 2u[u, b], and so we have that 2[u[u, b], c] = 0. 
Since [a, 61 commutes with c and R is torsion-free we obtain that [a, b][u, c] = 0. 
The next result represents a crucial step in the proof of the ultimate theorem 
we seek. 
THEOREM 2. If x E R is regular then N(x) is commutative. 
Proof. Let a, b EN( ) x such that u2 = b2 = 0. There exists an integer 
Y ; I such that uxu = xuu, bx2’ = x%. Let x E R be regular. Then, for some 
m, n, y we have that [[(x” + a)“, (x” + b)“], ZQ] = 0. Expanding using the 
relations gives mn[[V(m-l) a, ~~‘(~-l%], ,r+] = 0 and so [[x”(*-l)u, x”(n-IQ], ZQ] = 0. 
Thus [YL‘(“~ ’ “~?‘[a, b-j, z”] = 0; so, ifs = r(m + n - 2) we have [?[a, b], ,z+‘] = 0. 
Hence .??[a, b] E IV(z); because, by Corollary 3 to Theorem 1, [a, b] is nilpotent 
we have that .@[a, b] E W(Z) is nilpotent, hence is in N(Z). If u, v E N(Z), by 
Corollarv 2 to Theorem 1 
x’[u, b][u, v] = [u, v] x”[u, 61, (1) 
since [u, ZJ] centralizes N(Z). Multiply (I) from the right by [a, b]; since [a, b12 = 0 
by Corollary 3 to Theorem 1, we obtain that xs[u, b][u, ~][a, b] = 0 and, since Y 
is regular, we end up with [a, b][u, ~][a, 61 = 0. Thus [a, b][N(z), N(z)][a, 61 = 
0 for uZE regular elements z E R. 
We claim that if zi ,..., .z~ E R are regular and t, E [N(xJ, N(z,)] then 
[a, b] t, ... t,[u, b] = 0. We go by induction on k. If 12 == 1 this is the result 
at the end of the paragraph above. 
By induction we have [a, b] f, ... t,[u, b] = 0. As we saw above there is an 
integer u G I such that P[U, 61 E N(zi), hence commutes with f, since 
t, t [N(q), -V(q)] centralizes N(x,). Therefore 
.v”[a, b] t,t, “’ t,[u, b] = tlxqu, b] t, ‘.. t,[u, h] = 0; 
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but x is regular, hence we deduce that [a, b] t,t, ... t,[a, b] = 0. This completes 
the induction. 
If S is the subring generated by all [N(z), N(z)] as x varies over the regular 
elements of R what we have just shown is that [a, b] S[a, b] = 0. However, 
clearly S is invariant with respect to all automorphisms of R (for an auto- 
morphism carries a regular element into a regular element) and since R is prime 
and has a nonzero nil right ideal, by a result of Herstein [3] either S C Z = 0 
or S contains a nonzero ideal S0 of R. Since [N(z), N(z)] C S, if S -= 0 we have 
our desired result [N(z), IV(z)] = 0 f or z regular in R. So we may suppose that 
S 1 S, $- 0, where S,, is an ideal of R. In that case, [a, ZJ] &,[a, 61 = 0 follows 
and, since S, is a nonzero ideal in the prime ring R, we are forced to [a, 61 = 0. 
In any event, we have that if x is regular and a, b E N(x) are such that a? =- h” = 0 
then ab = bu. 
We prove by induction on the sum of the indices of nilpotence of u, b E N(x) 
that [a, b] = 0. So, by induction & = bjui if either i or j is larger than 1. 
Pick r such that ax” = xvu, bxV = x%, and use [[(x1’ + u)~, (xn + b)], a”] = 0 
for I regular in R. Using ui@ = b+z* if either i > 1 or j > 1 we get, as before, 
that ~[a, b] E W(z) and is nilpotent. The rest of the argument goes through 
as above to prove that [a, b] = 0. S o, if x is regular in R then N(x) is commuta- 
tive. This proves the theorem. 
DEFINITION. If x E R is regular then T(x) = {r E N(x) 1 rN(x) = 0). 
COROLLARY. If x E R is regular then [N(x), W(x)] C T(x). 
Proof. Let a, b E N(x) and r E IV(x). Because rb is nilpotent we have 
[u, rb] = 0. However, since [a, b] = 0 we get that [a, r]b = 0. Thus [N(x), 
W(x)] N(x) = 0 and so [N(x), W(x)] C T(x) by the very definition of T(x). 
Let x E R be regular and let a E T(x). Suppose that [y”, xn], xn] -- 0; we 
can choose 71 in such a way that both uxn = xNu and [y”, F] is nilpotent. 
Hence a[~~‘, xn] = 0 and so [uy”, xn] = 0, that is, uy” E W(x). But uy”’ is 
nilpotent since a is, so, if b E N(x) then (uy”l)b = b(uym) = 0 by Theorem 2. 
In other words, uy” E T(x). Now a[yzm, xn] = u{ym[ynz, x”] +- [y”‘, xVL] y”‘) = 
@Y”[Y”, xn] = 0 since u[ym, xn] = 0 and since uy”[y”, ~‘~1 = 0 (since 
[y”, xn] E N(x) and uy” E T(x)). Hence u[yz7?“, .v~] = 0 and so uyz” E W(x). 
As before we readily see that ay2*l E T(x). Continuing in this pattern we get that 
uy”” E T(x) for all s > 1. Using that [y”‘, .~“]a = 0 we similarly obtain that 
ysmu c T(x) for all s > 1. 
So we may pick m in such a manner that we can freely use all powers of ym 
in the type of argument we are to use. 
Let x E R be regular and suppose that y E R is regular and m ; 1 such that 
uyms E T(x) for all s 3 I. If g E T(y) then 9 = 0 and oyr = -~‘a for some Y 
which is a multiple of m. Also y” + 0 is regular, for if it were not it would be 
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nilpotent. But in that case, from 0 = (y’ + u)” = yr” + I~y”(~-l)u we would 
get the contradiction that y is nilpotent. Hence a(y’ + 0)” E T(x) for some 
appropriate k > 1. Since Y is a multiple of m, uyrk E T(x); together with 
ayr7c .,. kay'(74 0 = a(y’ + u)” E T(x) we obtain that ~y~(~-% E T(x). Since 
~yr(~~-r) E T(x) we see that there is an integer t 3 1 such that both ayt and 
ay’u are in T(x). 
Let x, y be regular in R and let a E T(x), (T E T(y). As we just saw there exists 
an integer nz > 1 such that all uxmt and x% are in T(y) for t > 1. Hence they 
commute with yn, say, and we can choose n such that oyn = y”u. Using the 
element yn, as we saw in the paragraph above, there is an integer u > 1 such 
that uynlc and a~y~‘~ are in T(x). So these commute with xmk for some k > 1, 
as does a. Therefore auynuxmk = x”liauynU = xmkayn% = uynuxmku. This 
gives us that aynu(uxmk - xv%) = 0. But y”” commutes with uxmf and x% 
for all t Y, I. The above relation then becomes a(uxnLk - .~@a) y”” = 0; since 
y is regular \ve end up with u(uxn”k - xnL”a) = 0. Thus UU~“‘~ = ux”% = xm%u; 
in short, uu E W(x), so au E N(x). If b E N(x) then (au)b = b(uu) = (ba)u = 0; 
hence uu E T(x). Thus auT(x) = 0. We have shown that T(x) T(y) T(x) = 0 
for all regular x and y in R. Since uu E T(x) if a E T(x) and u E T(y), if 7 E T(z), 
where z is regular in R, then aurT(x) C T(x) T(x) T(x) = 0, and so 
T(x) T(y) 7’(z) T(x) = 0. Continuing we get T(x) T(y,) T(ya) ... T(y,) T(x) = 0 
for all regular y1 ,..., yk E R. If S denotes the subring generated by all T(y) as y 
runs over the regular elements of R, the above shows that T(x) ST(x) = 0. 
Now S is a subring of R invariant with respect to all automorphisms of R; 
since R has a nil right ideal, by a result of Herstein [3] either S C 2 = 0 or S 
contains a nonzero ideal S, of R. 
If S -- 0 then, since T(x) C S for x E R regular we would have the desired 
result 7’(x) = 0. So we may suppose that S 3 S, where S, # 0 is an ideal of R. 
Since T(s) SOT(x) C T(x) ST(x) = 0 and since R is prime we conclude that 
T(x) : 0. So both cases lead to the same conclusion, namely, that T(x) = 0. 
We have proved 
THEORKM 3. If x E R is regular then T(x) = 0. 
Theorem 3 has some important consequences. 
THEOREM 4. If x E R is regular then N(x) is contained in the center of W(x). 
Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 2 we have that [N(x), W(x)] C T(x) = 0. 
Thus N(x) is contained in the center of W(x). 
If a E N(x), r, s E W(x) then a and ur are in N(x) hence, by the preceding 
theorem, in the center of W(x). Therefore (ar)s = s(ar) = asr, which gives 
us that a(rs - sr) = 0. Thus rs - ST annihilates N(x), so is in T(x) = 0. 
Consequently ST = rs. In other words, we have proved 
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THEOREM 5. If x E R is regular then W(x) is commutative. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5 is its 
COROLLARY. If x E R is regular then W(x) = C,(x) = CR(x”) for all n -- I. 
Proof. Clearly C,(P) 3 C,(x). Because x” is regular, by Theorem 5, 
C,(x”) is commutative. Since x E C,(x*), x must commute with all elements in 
C,(P). Hence C,(x”) C C,(x). This gives that CR(+) = C,(x). Because 
WC4 = L>l Cs(x”) we get that W(x) = C,(x). 
These results enable us to reduce the initial problem drastically to a very 
special case. This is 
THEOREM 6. If R is in reduced state and x E R is regular and y E R then there 
exists an integer m = m(x, y) 3 1 such that [[y”, x], x] = 0. 
Proof. By our initial hypothesis, [[y”, a+], x”] = 0 for suitable m and n. 
Thus [y”“, x”] E CR(xn) = C,(x) by Theorem 5. In other words, [[y”‘, xn], x] = 0. 
Since [[y”, x], x”] == [[y”, xn], x] = 0 again making use of Theorem 5 we 
conclude that [[y”, x], x] = 0, as claimed. 
We now show that given any two regular elements in R there is a nonzero 
element which commutes with both. This is 
THEOREM 7. Given x, y reguIar in R then C,(x) n C,(y) # 0. 
Proof. If xy = yx the result is obviously correct. Suppose then that xy =/ yx. 
Hence, by the corollary to Theorem 5, [xr, y”] # 0 for all r > 1, s 3 I. We 
know, by Theorem 6, that there are integers m and n such that [[y’“, x], x] = 0 
and [[P, y], y] = 0. But then [xn, y”] = rzx+l[x, y”] so commutes with s; 
since [x”, y”] = my+l[xn, y] it also commutes withy. The element [xn, y”] # 0 
is thus in C,(x) n C,(y). 
Let x, y E R be regular with xy # yx. As we saw in the proof of the preceding 
theorem, there exist m ;s 1, n > 1 such that if u = xl’, E = y”’ then [u, V] 
commutes with both x and y, and so commutes with both u and v. 
Now, for some r > 1, [[ur, v], v] = 0. But [ur, v] = YU-~[U~, v] since [u, v] 
commutes with u, hence 
0 = [[d, w], v] = r[u’-yu, v], v] = r[zP1, v][u, w] 
= Y(T - 1) zP[u, V]” 
since [u, v] commutes with v. Because u is regular we see that [u, u]” = 0. But 
then [[u2, v], V] = 0 and, in fact, [[ut, w], v] = 0 for all t > 2. Thus [[xnt, ~~1, 
y”] = 0 for all t > 2. In particular, [[x2nt, y”], y”] = 0 for all t > 1. Using 
2n instead of n we may thus assume that [[xnt, y”], y”] = 0 for all t > 1. 
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Let a E W(X) = C,(x) b e such that a2 = 0. Hence xn + a is regular, therefore, 
by the arguments above, there is an integer Y > 0 such that [[(x” + a)ox, y”], 
y”] = 0 for all s 3 1. So we can find an integer K > 1 such that 
[[9”, y”], y”] = [[x-l), y”], y”‘1 
= [[(.P -t u)L, y”], y”‘1 = 0. 
Expanding (x9’ + u)~ and using these relations we have that 
[[xnw-l) a, y”‘], y”‘] = 0. 
Let d(w) = [w, yn’]. Thus d2(xn(“-l)a) = 0 and G(xn(k-1)) = 0. Using 
Leibniz’ rule we obtain 
2d(x”‘l--1’) d(a) + x”‘JL-1) $(a) x 0. (2) 
Also, as we saw, [xnf, ym] = d(xRt) h as s q uare 0 for all t >, 1. Multiply (2) 
from the left by d(x”o-1)). Using that d(x”(“-i))2 = 0 and that d(x”(“-l)) com- 
mutes with @ii-l) (for u = .a+, v = y”’ were chosen such that [u, V] commutes 
with u and v) we get that &Ep1) d(a?(“-l)) d*(a) = 0, and since x is regular 
d(xn’“-1’) d2(a) = 0. (3) 
Differentiate (2) with respect to d and make use of (3). Using d2(xn(“-l)) = 0 
we get 
0 = d((xn’k-1)) @(a)) = x’l(k-1) d3(u) + d(x’+-l)) @(a) 
_ xn&l,d3(u). 
Since x is regular, d3(u) = 0. Hence [[[a, y”], y”], y”‘] = 0 for all a E W(x) 
such that u2 = 0. Making three uses of the corollary to Theorem 5 gives that 
[[[a, y], y], y] = 0 for al2 regular y and all a E W(x), for all regular x in R, 
such that u2 = 0. 
Let U = {C a, 1 ui2 = 0, a, E C,(x?), x, any regular element in R}. U is 
invariant with respect to all automorphisms of R. If t E R is nilpotent, say tk = 0, 
then (1 + mt)U(l + mt)-l C U. Since R is torsion-free and (1 + mt)-’ = 
1 - mt + m2t2 + ... f mk-ltk-1, using a Vandermonde determinant argument 
we obtain that [t, v] C U. Since R is the sum of its nil right ideals, every element 
in R is a sum of nilpotent elements. Hence by the above result, [R, U] C U 
and so U is a Lie ideal of R. 
By a theorem of Herstein (Theorem 6 in [5]) either UC Z = 0 or there 
exists an ideal W # 0 of R such that U 1 [W, R]. If U = 0 then C,(X) has no 
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nilpotent elements for x regular in R. But we saw that 0 # [xm, y”] E C,(x) 
is nilpotent for y regular in R and suitable n, if xy # yx. Hence all regular 
elements of R commute. If x E R is regular it must therefore commute with a 
power of every element of R. This puts x in the hypercenter, and so in the 
center of R by [6]. Since 2 = 0 this is not possible. 
So there exists an ideal W # 0 of R such that U r) [W, R]. If d,(x) = xy - yx 
we have seen that dV4( W) = 0 for all regular elements y E R, since dV3( V) = 0. 
To prove that R is commutative it is enough to show that W is. So we may 
suppose that W = R. Hence for y E R regular, dg4 = 0. 
If a E C,(y) is nilpotent then y + a is regular if y is, hence d$+= = 0. Since 
d V+a = d, + d, and d,d,, = d,d, and dv4 = 0 we get 
‘W3d, + 6du2da2 + 4d,d,” + d,4 = 0. (4) 
Multiply (4) from the left by du3; using dv4 = 0 we obtain dv3da4 = 0. 
Using this on the result obtained by multiplying (4) from the left by dv2 and 
from the right by d, gives us d,“da 5 = 0. Multiply (4) from the left by d, and 
from the right by da2 and using these relations obtained yields duda = 0. Now 
multiply (4) from the right by da3. We end up with d,’ = 0. 
So, for any r E R, d,‘(r) = 0: Writing this out we have 
a’r - 7a6ra + 21a5ra2 ... --Ya7 = 0. (5) 
Let at = 0, at-l # 0. Multiplying (5) from the right by at-l gives us that 
a7rat-l = 0 for all r E R. Since R is prime and af-l # 0 we must have that 
a7 = 0 for all nilpotent a in C,(y). 
Since R is torsion-free and N(y) is a subring in which a7 = 0 for all a E N(y), 
by the Nagata-Higman theorem (see [S, p. 2741) N(y) is nilpotent. So N(y)” = 0, 
N(y)“-l # 0 for some m. But then N(y)“-l C T(y) = 0, a contradiction. 
The net result of all this is that N(y) = 0. So, for any regular element y there 
can be no nilpotent elements in W(y) = C,(y). 
But, if x is regular and xy # yx we saw that [x1’, y”] is C,(y) and is nilpotent 
for suitable n 2 1 and in > 1. Hence [x”, y”] = 0, that is, xr~y” = y?P. 
Clearly, if xy = yx we also have 9~” = ymxn with m = n = 1. If either x or y 
is not regular it is nilpotent so again we have that xnym = yn,xn for suitable m 
and n large enough. Hence, given any two elements a and b in R then ambn = bnam 
for some integers m = m(a, b) 3 1, n = n(a, 6) > 1. By the main result of 
[1] or [2] the commutator ideal of R is nil. This contradicts that R has no 
nonzero nil ideals. So R is commutative. 
We have proved the main result of this paper, namely, 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a ring in which, given x, y, z E R there exist positive 
integers m = m(x, y, z), n = n(x, y, z), and p = q(x, y, x) such that 
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[[x”“, y’“], q = 0. Th en the commutator ideal of R is nil. Equivalently, the 
nilpotent elements of R form an ideal N such that R/N is commutative. 
It seems highly likely that the methods of this paper can be adapted to prove 
two generalizations of Theorem 8. These would still be very special cases of 
Conjecture 2. The two results in question would be: 
(1) Let R be a ring in which, given X, y E R then [[x”, y”], y”] = 0 for 
some integers m = m(m, y) >, 1, n = n(x, y) > 1. Then the commutator ideal 
of R is nil. 
(2) Let R be a ring and suppose that for a fixed integer K and for any 
x1 ,..., X~ in R there exist positive integers n, ,..., nL , each depending on all of 
x 1 ,. .., .Y~ , such that 
[... [x;l, x;21, $31 . ..I. x;q = 0. 
Then the commutator ideal of R is nil. 
One could even generalize (2) to the special case where x2 = .x~ = ... == 
.Q = y, that is, 
[.-I XV&, y”], y”] )...) y’“] = 0. 
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